PETROL STATION LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

CANOPY | INTERIOR | AREA & SECURITY

Advanced Lighting Technologies (ADLT) has been a leader in the lighting market for over 25 years.
With an established presence in Australia, New Zealand and Southeast Asia, we specialise in
commercial and industrial lighting solutions designed for dozens of applications and industries.
Our relationship with leading lighting manufacturers around the world allows us to supply a wide
variety of high-quality, innovative lighting solutions speciic to your project requirements. This,
coupled with a range of professional services provided by qualiied industry experts, means we
offer a holistic lighting solution designed to exceed our clients expectations every time.

The Petrol Station Specialists
Australian consumers are spoilt for choice when
it comes to deciding where to stop for fuel and
convenience items. As a result, it’s crucial that fuel
retailers provide a clean, safe and visually-striking
service station to attract as many customers as
possible. Advanced Lighting Technologies are the
petrol station lighting specialists – we’ve worked with
some of Australia’s largest fuel retailers to provide
LED lighting solutions that dramatically reduce energy
consumption and maintenance costs. Our experience
in this area, combined with our carefully-selected
product range and team of industry experts, means
we’re able to deliver a total lighting solution designed to
exceed your expectations from planning to installation
and beyond. Whatever the application, whatever the
budget - we’ll have a solution that its your needs.

Our brands
We’re proud to offer lighting products from some
of the world’s leading lighting manufacturers.
We cater for all budgets; starting with Venture
Lighting’s economical VLED range through to
premium speciication-grade PRACHT and Cree
luminaires designed using cutting-edge technology.

Benefits of changing to LED lighting
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the best ways to improve the roadside appeal of your
business is to upgrade to LED lighting, designed to

traditional lighting systems, reducing operational costs.
LED technology is also designed to last longer with no
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relamping or ballast replacement required – meaning
less money spent on maintaining your lighting system.
LED lighting can also be used to create a welcoming
in-store atmosphere, highlighting product displays,
fresh food and beverages and other important
value-adding amenities and facilities.
The health and well-being of your customers also has
to be of great importance - anywhere pedestrians
and vehicles come in close contact with each other
has the potential to be unsafe, exposing the business
to costly litigation and insurance expenses. A welllit area with excellent visibility can help to increase
awareness and reduce risk. It may also deter criminal
activity such as grafiti, vandalism and theft.

THE PETROL STATION SPECIALISTS

All luminaires sold by Advanced
Lighting Technologies come with
a minimum 5 year warranty, while
our premium range include a
10 year warranty

CANOPY
The canopy/forecourt area of your fuel retailing business is often the irst chance you have to make a genuine impression on
potential customers. It’s typically the most visible part of the property and can be seen from furthest away. A bright, uniformly
lit canopy can also reduce the risk of accidents and theft. We offer a range of lighting solutions suitable for installation in
single and double skin canopies, sofits and other roof types.

CREE CPY Series
The industry-leading Cree CPY250 Canopy/Sofit luminaire
now offers higher performance and greater value than ever
before. The CPY Series helps to increase location visibility and
incoming trafic resulting in better lighting experiences and
lower operating costs. The CPY Series outperforms existing
LED and metal halide options making it the ideal lighting
solution for safer and more appealing service stations.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Superior illumination performance
• Quick and easy installation
• Low total cost of ownership

Lumen Output: Up to 20,000 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K, 5700K
Slim, low-proile design
Flat or drop lens optic available
Direct, pendant or surface mount (with trim kit)
Optional movement sensors

CREE 304 Series
CANOPY/SOFFIT
Enhance the lighting in your outdoor spaces with the Cree
304 Series luminaire. With near maintenance-free operation
and lifetime energy savings, the 304 Series is ultra-eficient.
Designed for upgrades or new construction, the luminaire is
easy to install and will look great for years. Available in 40 or
60 LED conigurations, three power conditions, and multiple
optical distributions and mountings, the 304 Series is an
affordable, high-performance lighting solution.

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Improved illumination performance
• Signiicant energy and maintenance savings
• Eliminate the relamping cycle

Lumen Output: Up to 13,000 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K, 5700K
Slim, low-proile design
Multiple optics
Easy installation
Optional movement sensors

CANOPY LIGHTING

Features

Interior Lighting

Cree’s TrueWhite® Technology

You should aim to make your retail setting as inviting as

Cree’s TrueWhite® Technology begins with the highest

possible. A great lighting solution should create a comfortable,

performing commercially available LEDs and mixes in

uniform environment that customers are happy to spend

complementary light from red and unsaturated yellow LEDs

time in, but also allow them to ind the items they need quickly

to create beautiful, warm, white light. This patented approach

and exit. It’s equally as important to evenly highlight product

enables precise colour management to preserve reliably high

displays and important amenities, avoiding shadowy spots and

colour consistency over the life of the product. With the power

dark corners caused by inconsistent or unmaintained lighting.

of TrueWhite®, only Cree LED Lighting ixtures can deliver their

A lighting solution featuring a high colour rendering index (CRI)

exclusive combination of industry-leading eficacy – up to 130

will display your fresh fruit, foods, beverages and other items

lumens per watt – as well as a CRI of 90+ and uniform warm or

as they were intended to be seen – with bright, full and vibrant

cool colour temperatures. The result is beautiful white light

colours that seem too good to be true. Our range of interior

with superior colour rendering and constant colour over time

lighting products can provide these beneits and more.

and temperature, all while using a fraction of the energy of
traditional light sources – a true no-compromise solution.

CREE CR Series Troffers
The Cree CR Series LED troffer offers a unique design
that easily accommodates recessed, surface mount
or suspended installations. Using the high eficacy and
high-quality light of Cree TrueWhite ® Technology, the CR
Series troffer delivers up to 5000 lumens of exceptional
90 CRI light while achieving up to 130 lumens per watt.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Soft, beautiful light with remarkable colour consistency
• A sleek architectural look that delivers industry setting
performance and eficiency
• Comes in a range of lumen packages

Lumen Output: Up to 5,000 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 3000K, 4000K, 5000K
Available in multiple sizes
Variety of dimming options
Variety of mounting options

CREE CR150 Downlight
The CR150 LED downlight delivers up to 2000 lumens of
exceptional 90+ CRI light while achieving over 74 lumens per
watt. This breakthrough performance is achieved by combining
the high eficacy and high-quality light of Cree TrueWhite®
Technology. The CR150 is available in warm and cool colour
temperatures and has a variety of trim options. It easily installs
into 150-175mm diameter ceiling openings, making the CR150
perfect for use in convenience store and retail applications.

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Payback of less than one year in many commercial
installations
• Delivers beautiful light equal to incandescent and maintains
consistency over rated lifetime
• Quick and simple installation into new or recessed housings
means easy conversion to LED
• Instant-on and dimmable to 5%
• Reduced maintenance cycles
• Long rated life

Lumen Output: Up to 2,000 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 90 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 3000K, 4000K
Available in multiple sizes
Dimmable to 5%
Beautiful light characteristics

INTERIOR LIGHTING

Features
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VLED High Bay
The VLUMA LED Highbay is a premium high eficiency, low
maintenance LED luminaire designed to mimic the classic
highbay style. With its robust construction and long
life, the VLUMA LED Highbay is suitable for demanding
industrial applications. This versatile LED luminaire
features a 120° beam angle as standard, and a range of
optical accessories for 60°, 70° and 90° distributions.
The Venture VLUMA range deines products that are
designed to deliver signiicantly higher performance
levels while maximising energy savings and eficiency.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

• High eficiency / low maintenance
• Long rated life
• Excellent colour rendering

Lumen Output: Up to 25,200 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K
Acrylic lens
Multiple relector types
IP65 rating

VLED Edge Lit Panels
Venture’s series of Edge Lit luminaires are ultra-thin,
lightweight panels designed to give perfect uniformity of
light without glare. Combining a minimalistic and aesthetically
appealing approach with the low energy, low maintenance
beneits of LED lighting technology, these Edge Lit panels are
perfect for many lighting applications, including retail settings.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

• Ultra thin and lightweight
• Low energy consumption
• Excellent colour rendering

Lumen Output: Up to 5,400 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K
Polycarbonate lens
Aluminium casing

VLED Downlights
The Venture LED Downlight range offers exceptional
energy savings at an affordable price. Available in 15, 20
and 30 watts with a choice of a diffuser or relector,
the Venture LED downlight will deliver eficient, quality
light for a wide range of interior lighting applications.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

• Eficient quality light
• Easy installation
• Excellent colour rendering

Lumen Output: Up to 2,100 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80
Colour Temperature (CCT): 3000K, 4000K
Available in multiple wattages
Suitable for retail applications

PRACHT Luna
Featuring precise German engineering, PRACHT are
considered the specialists when it comes to eficient and
effective illumination under extreme conditions. The PRACHT
Luna N LED is ideal for lexible deployment in economical
lighting structures.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Low glare
• Uniform light distribution
• Rugged, shatter-proof lamp cover

Lumen Output: Up to 6,200 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K
Lightweight & lexible
Cost effective
IP66 rating

PRACHT Katla
Offering high ingress protection and quick installation, the
PRACHT Katla is a durable, sustainable LED luminaire featuring
a silicone-foam seal, high protection class and instant
high-luminous lux.

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

• One-piece housing
• Variable mounting via PRACHT clip system
• Easy access to power supply spaces

Lumen Output: Up to 6,500 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 80 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K
Available in multiple lengths
Quick installation
Wide light beam distribution
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Area & Security Lighting
Perimeter and security lighting not only help to keep your business safely lit, they also provide an opportunity to make an
impression from the road and display your brand prominently. Well-lit parking spaces, walkways and other amenities can make
customers feel safe and welcome when entering your premises.

CREE XSP Series
WALL MOUNT
Designed as a totally optimised LED area luminaire, the Cree
XSP Series delivers incredible eficiency without sacriicing
application performance. The Cree XSP Series can provide
increased value while displacing incumbent technologies
by up to 175W.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Replaces existing wall packs simply and easily
• High quality, even illumination that is virtually
maintenance free
• Up to 65% energy savings
• Standard 10-year limited warranty

Lumen Output: Up to 4,100 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K, 5700K
0-10V dimming
NanoOptic® Precision Delivery Grid™ optic
Multiple optics
Optional movement sensors

CREE OSQ Series
AREA/FLOOD
The Cree OSQ Area/Flood luminaire blends extreme optical
control, advanced thermal management and modern clean
aesthetics. Built to last, the housing is rugged, cast aluminium
with an integral weather tight LED driver compartment.
Versatile mounting conigurations offer simple installation.
Its slim low-proile design minimizes wind load requirements
and blends seamlessly into the site, providing even, quality
illumination.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Suitable upgrade for HID applications up to 1000 Watts
Versatile mounting conigurations offer simple installation
Slim, low-proile design minimizes wind load requirements
Improved energy and maintenance savings
AREA & SECURITY LIGHTING

Lumen Output: Up to 27,100 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 3000K, 4000K, 5700K
Up to 139 lumens per watt
Utilizes NanoOptic® Technology
Multiple optics
Optional movement sensors

CREE Edge High Output
AREA/FLOOD
The Cree Edge High Output featuring TrueWhite® Technology
provides remarkable illumination and redeines what high output
illumination performance can be. The Edge High Output luminaire
brings industry-leading 90 CRI colour quality and performance to
outdoor lighting applications, delivering superior colour rendering
with unprecedented high-output illumination.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lumen Output: Up to 85,000 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K, 5000K, 5700K
Low-proile modular design
Rugged aluminium housing
90 CRI on 5000K luminaries
Optional movement sensors

Improved illumination performance
Signiicant energy and maintenance savings
Eliminate the relamping cycle
Standard 10-year limited warranty

CREE XSP Series
AREA LIGHT
Don’t let the traditional cobra-head appearance fool you –
the Cree XSP Series Area Light has been totally optimized to
deliver incredible eficiency without losing performance. It is an
ideal replacement for outdated high-pressure sodium ixtures.

Features

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

• Improved illumination performance
• Signiicant energy and maintenance savings
• Eliminate the relamping cycle

Lumen Output: Up to 14,400 lumens
Colour Rendering Index (CRI): 70 (minimum)
Colour Temperature (CCT): 4000K, 5700K
Number of variations available
Optional movement sensors

AREA & SECURITY LIGHTING
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